CAMSS30CP
COMMAND POST SHELTER

CHOICE OF THE UNITED
STATES MILITARY SERVICES
COMMAND & CONTROL
The CAMSS30CP Command Post Shelter is a compact and portable system developed in concert
with the U.S. Army Natick Laboratories. The CAMSS30CP is a modified version of our California
Medium Shelter System (CAMSS30) which is the official Medium Shelter System of the U.S. Air
Force. Measuring 29.5’ wide by 32.5’ long and nearly 15’ high, the CAMSS30CP provides a well-lit
spacious interior perfectly suited for a center of operations, classroom, or briefing room. Equipped
with eight double-zippered doors, this shelter features greater potential than other options for
both ease of accessibility and to be the most ideal hub for complexing. Each door includes a
connector boot, and is fully compatible to complex with any shelter or vestibule in the CAMSS
line-up, and connects easily with TEMPER Tents and standard military shelters and vehicles.

FULLY EQUIPPED
The CAMSS30CP System includes a quick connect electrical kit with lights and outlets, our Extreme
Weather Kit, flooring, eight screened windows with blackout covers, HVAC ports, a tan or green
44103D Mil-Spec cover, and electrical pass through ports. The Command Post Shelter can include
numerous add-ons to best fit your requirements, whether that means an 11’ wide by 10.5’ high
vehicle door or hard personnel doors.

TESTED & PROVEN
The CAMSS30CP is highly durable, incredibly
resilient, and has been proven numerous
times that this system can hold its own
against destructive environmental conditions.
The CAMSS30CP is engineered to withstand
100 mph winds and sustain a 20 pound snow
load. Rigorous extreme weather testing
confirms the CAMSS30CP operates in extreme
temperatures from -55 to 125 degrees
Fahrenheit. In further testing, no wear or
damage was taken in repeated erection
cycles.

QUOTES & ORDERING
Available on GSA Contract and DLA
GSA Contract No. GS-07F-0029L
800 984 7678
shelters@camss.com
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CAMSS Shelters
P.O. Box 2459
Kirkland, WA 98083

CAGE Code: 1M7W1
Business Size: Small

